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As this issue of Playtime is published the miner's strike enters its 24th week. A national delegate conference has rejected the NCB's
ICB's campaigr for a rcturn to work linked to the annual holidays
Le Times, has been forced to admit. The continued efforts of the
reviatd some of the desperate hardship caused by the strike, and
in reccnt weeks there have been clearsigns that rhany strikers have
ish. Not just evident in miners insistence that they would sooner see
I mbotage. A series of arson attacks on transport belonging to the
:acks, which had already caused f,,l million pounds worth of damage
stop have been ignored and activities reached a peak on August 7th

the local NCB headquarters during the early evening (when police
g as the first police reinforcements arrived. Though evidently only
organised attempts to by-pass both the unions useless set piece mass
ng it from succeeding. Similarly the police assaults on mining
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Against this it's also clear that the overall
direction and control of the strike
r€mains firmly in the hands of the NLJM
executives, and the majority of strikers
are not actively involved. In this context
the prospects for what can be won remain
what they were 34 months ago. The gap
between IYUM and NCB at the last set
of negotiations in July had narrowed
eonslderably - the demand for the NCB
to veftally withdraw its current plans
was dropped and short term guarantees
given over five pits. The difference was
simply over how to set the criteria for
closeability in futue NLJM/NCB
baryaining. Scargins irnilitant' demands
that a settlement will have to include
items like a foir day week, an improved
wage offer and early retirement, ale
simply sigrals to the NCB that a settlem-
ent will have to include such items as
sweeteners if an 'agreement' on the
,basis for future closures is to be sold to
the miners.

For anything better than a face+aving
sell out to be achieved the strilre would
need to become more solid and be succ-
essfully extended in conjunction with
other groups of workers. Though the

prospect of another dock strike is there (assisted by the Comrnunist party) must
over the blacking of coal destined for be resisted. rhe lessons of nauonal
Ravenscraig steel works, and the rail control of picketing and of national and
work to rule planned for September l0th regional control ofkrike funds are there
will undoubtedly affect some coal move- for all to see - consistent inertia and
ments, by themselves these are far from activesabotageof localinitiative.
enough. As it becomes clear that coal
stocks at power stations and existing pit And the growing anger of striliers must be
head stocks will last until the new year turned in a practicat direction. Direct
the only hope of extending the strike links must be forged directly between
sigtificantly is to stop coal movements militant pits and regions, and within
on a large scale. Ihe miners could not mining communities, so that when one
achieve this themselves without blacking off closures restart after the strike ends,
by transport workers. Ids already cleai miners in the affected pits have a solidly
that they cannot expect any widespread based confidence in their ability to rcsist

In this situation the tasks facing the
strikers a.!e not hard to see. The physical
maintenance of the strike through food
collection and distribution must continue.
The emerging attempb by the NIJM
bweaucracy to' take control of this

Iastly miners must directly approach
transport workers to ask for blacking of
coal movements. The results of relying on
deals between union executives have
already been seen - for example in the
deals over exemptions from blacking.
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In this issue of Playtime we're not going
to go into a detailed account oferrents in
the strike of the sort we have given in the
past. We believe it's important for all
mittants and revolutionaries to be able to
make for themselves as accurate an
estimate as possible of the prospects and
significance of any given strike (or any
other instance of class struggle) in it's
own terms. One of the motivations for
producing Workers Playtime was our
disatisfaction with the constant attempts
to look at events through the rose tinted
spectacles of preconceived ideas - and
with the ludicrous ideas allowed to
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flourish by this refusal to look at whats
actually happening. At this level our
ambition was to demonstrate the sort of
basic account of struggles which is
possible even where direct sources of
information don't exist. In other words
to do what anyone convinced of the
importance of class struggle should be
capable of doing for themselves.

But this certainly wasn't our only reason
for producing Playtime. We also wished
to contribute positively to the debate
about the importance and direction of
class struggle. We believe that no struggle

however militant can win more than
short term, sectional gains and that that
will remain the case while capitalism
dominates every aspect of society. That
no change of government or system of
govenrment, no programme of reforms
however 'radical' can sigrificanfly better
our situation. Onty the overthrow of
capitalism, - the system of state and
exchange economy which exists in every
country in the world - will end the social
division and alienation, the exploitation
and opprcssion that make up our lives.
Only then will it be possible to achieve a
genuine community, without racial,
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sexu il or class diyision or exploitation.
The workplace clearly isn't the only place
in which the rcvolutionary struggle to
overthrow capitaliun will take place. Ihat
involves overthrowing all capitalist social
relations, for capitalism doesn't just
dominate the workplace but all of
society. Howcver as the heart of the
capitalist system - the place wherc
capital itself is produced through our
exploitation - it is where a crippling
blow can be dealt by takhg control of
the means of ploduction. Of course we
don't simply \pant to run them ourselves
but to create from the potential within
them a society fit to live in -but that can
only be done on the basis of workers
seizing control away ftom capital. The
debate about how to get from here to
there was what we wished to contribute
to through Playtime.

The reaction to the miners strihe in
those .cides of people who believe like
us that revolution is necessary and
desirable has illustrated the scale of
the problem. From the start we have
seen divisions paralleling those in the
miners own ranks. Some were convinced
from the start that the shike $ras'doom-
ed' and that nothing could come from it
relevant to revolution except an awfrrl
warning of what happens when workers
don't overthrcw capitalism, but stick to
struggles for rcforms. Others from the
fist were frothing at the mouth at the
Significance of the strike as if it meant
social rcvolution was just around tle
comer. 'Its necessary to avoid both
exttemes - the fint leading to a cynical
passivity, the other to frenzied activity
and then disillusionment.

It seems we ned to go bach to basic
principles.

The minen strike is important to us as
fellow workers or proletarians, because it
has happened at all. The last four yeart
have seen the effects of economic crisis
on class struggle - a series of defeats of
gloups of worters, the steady growth of
mass unernploynent and heavy attacks
on us alt capitdisn affempts to rationalise
itself in unsuccesful attempts to restore
profitability. With all its ptoblems ttre
miners strike is the fint .serious fight
by a group of worfters, not over pay but
over jobs. And it's the fist industry-widc
strike to remain solid in the face of fierte
resistance from not merely tlte employers
but also the state via the police, and
equally in the face of considerable
difficulties. From the start it was seen
on both sides as not merely an attaclc
on the NCB's plans but as a challenge to
the govemment. As such it has akeady
had an effect in boosting the rnorale of
other sectors of worken in pursuing
their own claims - the rclative timidity
with which the opportunities have been

talcen up testifying as much to the degree
to which worken had been convinced of
the need for the hew realismr, as it does
to the cunning of the govemment or the
manipulations of the unions. :

But the importance of the strike goes
beyond the fact that it raises the general
temper of class struggle by selting an
example. For us as revolutionaries it is
important because the experience of
being involved in such a mass stiuggle is
a radicaliring one. It creates the conditioru
within which talking of overthrowing
society becomes morc. than daydreaming.

Participation in intense collective struggles
has the effect of changing peoples sense
of the inevitability of the everyday misery
of capitalism; and of their ability to act
to change it. :

People acqufue a heightened sense ofhow
they are exploited, and as thd system
reacts to their struggle, of the.rrneaning
of class divisions and the violence with
which capitdism will defend them. The
experience of acting collectiv.ely can
expose , the hollowness of 'normal'
relations at work. The experience of
beurg abused in the' media 'sets in
perspective the same sort of attack on
other strikers. Together with thqcontact
with other workers the struggle brings
it can deepen the sense of having a
common class iderrtity.

The experience of stnrggle ian lead
people to admit, and express class
anger. At the same time it can provide
an experience of autonomy, arising
from the s€nse of individfal and
collective power in activity, a{rd from
the sense-,of frcedom from the normal
constraints and .institutions of eapitalist
society. Both experienoes are transient
- but they are vitai in tle development
of class consciousness.

People qan come to see thrdugh the
political institutions of capitalist
society as a rcsult of their experiences.
Not just the class divbions seperating
them fron their employen, tut the
class role of the state and it's seryants
in aiding them. Not just the openly
anti-worker groupings but the false
friends - the socialist and leftist parties,
and the trade unions. People can come tci
ap understanding that these institutions
are not eternal and unchangeabfe, they
can acquire a serne of the possibility of
th-tury being different, being better. The
experience of acting collectively, of
organising their own struggle can lead to a
sense'of class power. It can lead to'an
undentandiag of the need for organised
collective struggle to resist and challenge
capitalism, and that such struggle cannot
be organised through or by tle-institut-

ions of capitalist society, whether unions
or parties. '

In a struggle on the scale of the miner's
strike these effects aren't conlined to
the wortplace - as we've seen they have
embraced the communities within which
mines live, eyen their families. 'The
experience ofthe struggle brcaking out of
the original limits of the factory or pit
can lead to a sense of how the struggle is
linked to other struggles. How one's own
oppression and exploitation arc linked to
the different oppressions arid exploitation
of others.

Some of these elements are prcsent in all
situations of class conflict, even the most
isolated and individual. The signilicance
of mass struggles such as the miners is
that the degree and intensity to which
they are experienced is magnified. And
on the other hand they are no longer
confined to the participants - a struggle
such as the miners takes place in the
public sphere in a way most strikes are
not. It spreads the experiences arising
from the strike to all other worken -
even if it is only as passive spectators.

The fact that people come to a greater
sense of class consciousness as the result
of class conflict, says nothing about how
that consciousness will be applied, or
about what conclusions will be drav,rn
from it. Much of the experience rcmains
just that - something which people don't
have the language to articulate or discuss.
And the sense of the experiences import-
ance which leads people to radical ideas
to find ways of descnibing and under-
standing their experiences, mostly leads
them to ways of thinkfuE and systems of
ideas which far from challenging capitalism
reinforce it, and far from lseding to
revolution lead to the conviction that it's
impossible.

Class activity and consciousness, which
arise from the experience ofclass conflict
are tJrc necessary precondition for coming
to understand the need for andpossibility
of revolution - but they do not automat-
ically create that understanding. The
pupose of revolutionary organisation is
organised activity to develop a better
understanding of class conflict, class
society and what is needed to replace
them. And to develop ways of making
those ideas c{ear and accessible to other
proletarians.

The real signilicance of the miners'strike
is to imptess on us the need to develop
the organisational links which can make
talk of an autonomous, collective class
r€sponse a reality. For us as revolution-
aries, this means coming to terms with
the urgency and scale of what has to be
done.
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MATERIAL SOLIDARITY

As the weeks pass the question of
material aid for the strikers becomes
more important. Inevitably after an initial
enthusiasm, the amount of contributions
r€aches a plateau, or even falls. Since for
many this is the only form of support
that is possible, its important that embrts
ale kept up.

It is also important that wherever possible
people make sure that funds go direct to
help the strike rather than into the ITILJM
nafional funds to pay the f,ll5O00 a
week spent on administration costs.

As the precedent for sequestration of
funds has been set in South Wales it will
become increasingly important to see
that money doesn't get caught up in

between regional executives
and sequestrators, but gets to branch
or pit level direct.

For those not sure of where monev will
go (this is particularly the case in London
where official collections have been sewn
up between the NIIM executive and the
S.E. Region TUC) should try channelling
resouces towards the women's support

COMMUMST PARTY
COMMI,'NITY POLICING

In a recent issue of the New Statesman
Beatrix Campbell, one of the Cp feminists
who have been intervening strongly in the
womens support groups wrote that .tThe
very act of collecting has been made
political by a police force which appears
to be desperately improvising devices to
ld *y public mobilisation of support
for the mines". Its an accurate descript-
ion of the activities of hef fellow Ctp
members on Glasgow Trades Council.
Here the efforts of the CP nationwide to
build their own dwindling ranks through
support activities can be seen in their true
colours. Iocal collections of various kinds
- some by leftist groups - but also
regular street collections by Glasgow
anarchists, unemployed groups and
^others, were being handed over direct
to local pits. The trades council circ ,leted

try to have the collections rcfused. The
Exec. wouldn't go that far but did insist
that_ pits return money - which they
would accept however for their own
regional fund,.;. r
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When we were discussing our editorial on the miners' strike, different points of view emerged about the

connection between class struggles and revolution. This article develops one of those points of view.

We do not believe that strikes, or any other mass class struggles,
automatically lead to a growth of rcvolutionary consciousness -
an alyarcness of the need for social rcvolution as the ody real
solution to opptrssion and exploitation, the albnation and loss
of community that characterises this society.

To explain what we mean by this, it will be useful to look at
two versions of the fallacy. One holds that workers are in possess-
ion of a merely trade union', or reformist, consciousness - that
is to say, they behave like the dogs in Pavlov's experiments. On
their ovrn, workers may be able to work out which levers to
pres to obtain extra food pellets or avoid electric shocks, but
by themselves they cannot divine the existence of the cage, or
a world outside, since they have been born and reared under lab-
oratory contlitions (capitalism). They must therefore be either
injected with a conssiousness-raising drug ('revolutionary theory'),
or else forcibly set free by a benevolent animal liberationist
('Revolutionary Organisation'). An obvious feature of this model
of consciousness is that in order to be a revolutionary, or to
fully appreciate the benefits of having a revelution bestowed
upon us, it is helpful for us to be put through repeated doses,of
pain and faihue, the more the better. For workers in struggle,
repression and defeat are held to contain valuable 'lessons'
which can be 'applied'later. How well we respond to the revol-
utionary irnperative will indicate how well oi-badly we have
absorted these lessons'. In relatisn to the minen strike, the
interpietations of the left are dealt with in Playtime 8. For now,
we wonld point out two things. If this is a true model, it would
imply that it would be possible for the working class ts c,reate
communism without realising what they were doing. If'would
also suggest, in the light of the 'lesont' qf 1926 and the last
five years, that the miners would have to be worse than pig-
igrorant to even think of going on strike in the first place. Our
objection is simply that we are not animals, neither can we rely
on capitalism and its ally, the left, to herd us towards revolution.

We can remain in the laboratory, however, to illustrate a second
theory of 'revolutionary consciousness' ; the pathological (spontan-
eist) version. Certain dogs go mad or become infected with rabies
('das anger') due to the cramped conditions in the cage
(alienation), or the introduction of foreigr microbes (anarchism,
situationism, autonomism), and go round biting all the other
dogs, who in tum become so violent ('enragee') that the cage
bursts open at the hinges. In one moment the scientist (bourgeois)
is torn to slueds and the dogs discover absolute freedom (take
their desires for reality', "every dog will live in his own Battersea
Dogp Home", etc). Apart from the fact that, in practice, rabies
causes blindness, thus making it difficult to distinguistr between
the scientist, the cage and the other dogs, and normally ends in
early and painful death, our objection would be that being mad'
to that extent would make it difficnlt to establislt communist
social relations, for which it will be useful to know the difference
between our desires and reality, to communicate with one another
beyond just foaming at the mouth.

Revolutionary conssiousness is neither an automatic extension

of militant class oonsciousness, nor something which simply has
to be added to it - any m0re than revolution is simply an
extension of'militant' class activity, or an application of
revolutionary 'forms' of activity to the struggle. Getting back to
the miners strike, revolutionary groups have variously identified
tutics ('generalising','democratising' the strike); strutegies
(rioting, vandalism; blocking roads) ; or social organisnc (womens'

support groups, the 'community of struggle'), as containing the
essence ofrevolution. We do not agree ; revolutionary conscious'
ness is just that - the desire for revolution - not an awareness of

the best way to extend, consolidate or win'a particular strike ;
and revolution is what it implies - the overthrow of capitalism'
and the development of a community in which the
institutionalised divisions of class and market exchange have been
dissolved ; not simply the next step up from a general strike, or a
mass insunection.,

Arevolution cannot take place without revolutionary ideas,and
revolutionary ideas do not emerge automatically from reformist
and defensive struggles, however massive or bitterly contested.
The revolutionary idea is a recogtition that revolutionary change
is worth pursuing, even when revolution itself may seem so far
away, or what lies beyond it so hard to imagine, that to believe
in it is practicdly an act of faith. All the same, it is a chche that
when revolutions happen, the professional revolutionaries are the
most surprised ; rarely do our notions of revolution match up to
the reality. The revolutionary idea does not in itself help us to get
from hero to the revolution we desire to see ; moreover, the
possession of such an idea is worse than useless if we do not
constantly test it against otu own and others'experiences of
struggle - for then it becomes merc ideology, a barrier to under'
standing and effective action.

To tell workers that revolution is a Historical Necessity' and
that revolution is the inevitable consequence ofan understanding
gained through a direct experience of mass struggle, is usually an
act of self-mystifrcation. Very few of today's revolutionaries
could honestly say that they first perceived the need for revolution
in that way (unless, of course, we use that argument to 'prove'
that there are no revolutionaries, as some have tried to do.) For
most of us, it has been a matter of flndiry the wotds to exPress
a feeling about our own lives and the world ; words which we did
not invent ourselves, even tltough we may have had to modiff'
edit and add to them again and again in the process ofunder'
standing what revolution means. We do not often get a chance to
test this understanding by participating ourselves in mass struggle.

Little wonder that the miners, faced with a banage of
propaganda telling them that the best way for them to win
Itte-strite would be to follow a course of action which fty
the way) leads logically to revolution, and that they strould
'link up' with other workers because it is in their interests
'as workers', have remained impervious to such 'revolutionary
theory ; as uorhers, our only interest is revolution, precisely
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whereupon he denied all knowledge ofthe
Broad kft. Subsequently, he was instrum-
ental in conning the workers at Basingstoke
back to work after they had struck in solid-
arity with a sacked colleague). Secondly ;
propaganda aimed specifically at the cam-
ival of the Annual Conference. No serious
attempt at organising in the workplace has,
or will be, undertaken by these reformist
individuals.

Recently, a revolutionary alternative to
the Broad kft - Communication Worker
- has appeared. Not under the wing of any
organisation, CW is limited at the moment
to propaganda, due to its size. CW's organ-
isation is collective : all items pubiished in
its name are discussed, altered (if needs be)
and agreed before being printed. The group

has grown in spite of opposition from the
Post Office, the union and the Broad Ieft,
and the feeling of the members of CW is
"from little &corrls ..:"

WHAT'S BEHIND THE S.2Vo'WCT ORY' ?

Now that some light has been shed on
the attitude and background ofthe union's
membership, let's lsok at the 1984 pay
round.

The executive fronted a deal that would
mean a 5.2Vo lise (meagre in the light of
five years of pay rises below the official
rate ofinflation). The claim had also been
for an extra day's holiday and a three-hour
reduction in the working week (no improve-
ment on this has been obtained since the
1960's. The majority of postal workers are
on a 43 hour week.) All of these demands

were to be met without 'strings'being
attached.

The Post Offrce's initial offer wu 2Vo. At
the union's Annual Conference, the
executive sought and got a mandate to call
industrial action (the shape of which would
be determined by the executive), if the
claim were noi met. The cynical and those
with long rnemories among the membership
were very dubious about the shape oftheir
tactics and plans for industrial action.

Then, quite spontaneously; wildcat strikes
broke out up and down the country. Firstly
in Cambridge, where the action was linked
to a number of local issues as well. From
there the action spread - Milton Keynes,
Peterborough, Luton, Iondon SEl, SWI
and so on. On May 30th, an unofficial
rally, held in a park next to the building
where negotiations were taking place, took.
up the slogan lhat "5.2 is ,not enough, we
warfi l1Vo !" General Secretary Alan Tuffin
reluctantly addressed the crowd. In concl-
uding his rousing speech, in which he
promised '!our executive would not settle
tot t.tr'r,'he insisted that everyone should
retum t'o work immediatelv! The wildcat
action spread.

By the middle of the next week, the Post
Office had upped the offer to 4.9Vo.Wilh
a little bit of financial juggling with the
overtime rates (strings, effectively), the
offer was made 1o appear as 5.2% - the
massive 'victory achieved by the union's
skilled negotiating team'.

None of the improvements in work con-
ditions were included in the offer, but the
executive promised 'urgent and meaningful
negotiations'(the cynical and those with
long memories are definitely not falling for
this.)

Laying aside the wildcat action (which
obviously helped), the miners' fight for
survival has, as with the railworkers,
forced the govemment's hand in agreeing
to improve the Post Office's offer.

Odd pockets of militants within the
industry realised that the executive's
readiness to accept the offer was effect-
ively scabbing on the miners' flrght. They
also realise that the wildcat actions were
instrumental in changing the Post Office's
mind in the lrst place. The fight now is
one of propaganda and organisation.
Communication Worker sees the immediate
task to be one of informing workers in the
industry of the reality of the executive's
con, and to encourage and assist in the
formation of more groups like CW up and
down the country.

For further information sbout CW, contact:

'Communication Worker', Box 15,
136 Kingsland Hi3h Street, London E8



NEW ECONOMIC MIRACLE ! ! !

BOSSES GET OUART FROM A PINT POT

agents of any planned rationalisation.

In Germany, the land of "economic
miracles", workers have been fighting
for a reduction in working hours.
After a series of skirmishes in the spring
(see Playtime June 1984) 58,000 eng-
ineering workers in Bade-Wuerttemberg
were called out on strike.

It was the response of Europe's biggest
union, IG Metall, to the metallurgical
employers' federation's refusal to enter
negotiations on the demand for a 35-
hour week, without any reduction in
wages. IG Metall had no choice but to
call some sort of strike. For three yean
on end it had accepted compromise after
compromise on wages. The result of this
has been a cut in workers'purchasing
power, and a consequent rise in dis-
content amongst the rank-and-fi1e.

When the bosses' federation snubbed
the union bureaucracy, IG Metall
proposed a members'ballot for a
strike. The union's rule-book requires
at least 7 5% of the workers concemed
to vote in favour ofstrike action before
'they can be called out. If the union
leadership was hoping this would let
them offthe hook, they were deceiving

In the true spirit of proletarian internationalism (and further to the
cause of confusing our loftist-communist critics), Playtime is proud to
present the combined offorts of ourselves and two overeas groups.
Basod on a piece by the Bremen Marxist Group (West Germany)'
amended and iranslated into French by Echanges (France/Notherlands),
the article has been further updated and arnended to its present fom.

One of the central tasks of the revolution
will be the reduction of working time to
the absolute minimum. Communism
will mean the progressive abolition of
work cs such once wage labour has been
overthrowr. Whereas at present capit-
alist technology requires workers to
devote a lifetime of labour to create
free time for their superiors, under
communism, technology would be
developed and applied to create free
time for all.

In the meantime, we have to fight for
the best deal going. Under capitalism,
it was not until the second half of the
nineteenth century that working hours
began to be reduced; up until then,
capitalist accumulation depended
largely on the extension of the working
day, ultimately, to the limits of human
endurance. Workers' struggles to impose
the implementation of regulations
limiting the length of the working day
accelerated the introduction of techno'
logy and methods of production which
could increase the productivity oflabour
(output per worker/hour). By the fust
half of the twentieth century, rnany
workers in westem Europe had secured a
40-hour week; but the increased intensity
of labour more than compensated for the
surplus value capital had lost from the:
imposition of shorter working hours.

Today, in the midst of a recessio4 which
has no end in sight it is all the mof€'
necessary for businesses to raise prod-
uctivity whilst squeezing wages.

For capital, the less business there is, the
more profit hasJo be made on the bus-
iness done. In spite of the promises and
the sci.fi propaganda, the "new techno-
logy" does not mean a life of leisure and
abundance, but only hard work and
unemployment.

The continuing intensification of labour
demands that workers'lives be strictly
organised around the demands ofcapital.
This is precisely what they mean when
they talk about greater "flexibility" and
"mobility" of labour. And the unions'
response in timidly "demanding" a 35-
hour week only shows that they are
ever ready to fulfil their role as the
1A

themselves - an enofinous majority
voted for a strike. The bureaucrats
now had to show that the union had
teeth. As the president of the union's
Company Committee at Mercedes-
Funk said, "The young ones are more
political, and also more irnpatient.
They would like to see faster reactions".
He himself was to experience evidence
of this new combativity, in his own
factory.

The demand for a 3S-hour week with
no cut in wages had been concocted by
the union. But any discussion of its
implications was restricted to the usual
empty posturing as far as the "public
debate" was concerned, although
more could be learnt by reading the
small print.

In issue no. 2l of the 1983 edition of
the union joumal 'Metall', the union's
president Hans Mayr had made one thing
abundantly clear: "What is spent on
reducing the working week will no longer
be available for increasing wages". Such
a declaration showed in no uncertain
terms the labour movement's acceptance
that any reduction in working houn
would be indirectly an increase in wage
rates, and consequently, the workers

German worker shows far-sightedness of the trade unionist perspective



would have to abandon any wage claims
whilst pursuing the demand for 35
hours. This also implied that wages
lost in previous years - fairly subst-
antial losses -- would not be recovered.
What's more, the union did not even fore-
see an improvement in wages if, event-
ually, productivity was to rise. This
would normally be cash in hand for the
haggling over the renewal of Germany's
unSocial Contract. Mayr and co. even
had the audacity to declare, "With the
claim for a shorter working week, we can
put an end to all the ridiculous wage
demands ofpast years". In effect, IG
Metall was informing its membership that
all future wage claims were being dis-
missed as "ridiculous" in advance.

Working for 35 instead of 40 hours for
the same wages may appear an attractive
proposition, and the union leadership
was counting on the workers seeing it this
way. But the demand also presented
great advantages for the bosses. History
has often shown that a reduction in
working hours is accompanied by a rise
in the productivity of labour. The foll'
owing statement, which can be read
in a union pamphlet entitled "The 35'
hour week: The Riglrt Track", is not
without foundation. "Half of the work'
ing hours which would be lost in a weekly
shift can be made up for by an increase in
productivity." (And this is assuming the
same methods of production). So if wages
are kept down, whilst hourlY outPut
per worker is increased, then the result is
a relative reduction in wage rates. The
union was gving, in advance, a green light
to the bosses for this relative wage re'
duction. There is no getting away from
the fact that, whilst on the one hand, the
union issued a call to struggle, supposedly
in the interest sf the workers, on the
other hand it gave all sorts ofguarantees
for a modernisation and restructuration
in the interest of capitalism.

The same pamptrlet also says, 'iWhen we
have reached agreement on wages, we
want to fix very well defined limits on
overtime, and come to a settlement
which will make up for it by way of extra
time off'. Overtime would obviously
be an important issue if a cut in working
hours was implemented; also, the situ-
ation of those already working less than
35 hours would have to be considered'

In general, anyone doing overtime gets an
increased rate ofpay. The plans for the
35-hour week presented by IG Metall
suggested the possibility ofnot paying
overtime in money, but compensating
for it with time off. But not at anY
specified time, and especially not at a
time suiting the worker. Various union
publications clearly show that the bureau'
cracy running IG Metall wanted to give
thc hnsqes a frcp hend in forcins the

workers to do overtime in return for a
promise of time off, but only when this
wouldn't upset the course ofproduction.
The factory would be able to mobilise
and demobilise its manpower according
to its requirements, and would,in this

tway gain a much greater flexibility. Here
is a form of mastery of labour power
that every capitalist will find ideal.
The worker wouldn't be able to refuse
overtime if the order'book was full,
dnd would then have to take his daYs
owing in slack periods. The unions even
invented a neat phrase for this, 'ithe con-
centration of free time". It is quite
clear who would be doing the "con-
centrating, and who would be "con-
centrated". And indeed, the compro-
mise deal eventually cooked up to end
this dispute assured the bosses exactly
this sort of flexibility.

So that there would be no doubt as to the
nature of the work process aimed at,
the union spoke ofa "levelling" of
time off and a "levelling" of ovedime.
With an unexpected consequence: some
workers would receive lower wages than
they do at the moment. However, this
is true to the present orthodoxy in IG
Metall, as well as the DGB union con-
federation (the equivalent ofthe TUC),
which thinks that many workers are
earning too much. The July 1983 issue
of 'Gewerkschaftliche Monatschefte'
(Union Monthly), which reflects the
views of the unions' soqial-democratic
leadership, said, "A situation in which
some can do overtime whilst sthers are
unemployed is intoletable". IG Met-
all also argues that the state unemploy'
meflt scheme would profit from the 35-
hour week, since it has to pay out bene-
fits fsr those who, at the moment are not

working full time because of the re-
cession. The union argues that the
money the scheme has to pay out will be
either saved or reduced. This will also
benefit the national economy, which
seems to be much closer'to the hearts of
the trade union rnovement in Germany
than the condition of the working class.

But the union's line of argument was at
its most specious in its attempts to play
on workers'solidarity with the unem-
ployed. In underlining the advantages
that the bosses would draw from the 35-
hour week, the union's principal argu-
ment was that it would bring a reduction
in the costs'of production. The union
also argued that the state could make
savings. This idea is developed in the
pamptrlet mentioned above, 'The 35-
hour week: The Right Track'. "The
3S-hour week can contribute towards
promoting a more favourabie situation
in industry and in the national economy
by means of a reduction in the costs
of production. We should not forget that
each person on the dole costs the state
24;000 marks (f,6,500) per year." This
is a completely erroneous argument. If
a higher ploductivity of labour actually
improved company profitability, the
company would make use of any extra
profits to introduce new technology
and machines with which it could pro-
duce more in less time. Far from leading
to a reduction in unemployment, it does
not require a very vivid imagination to
believe that unemployment would act-
ually increase.

At the stad of the strike, a journalist
wrote, "Ifthings go according to the
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erestsj The union's principal aqtion was
to call out car components factories ar-
ound Stuttgart. It's certainly no fluke
that these factories are in a region with
no reputation for combativity. firis was
no warning shot, as the union bureau-
cracy decltued. They hoped that the
bosses,would irnmediately come to the
negotiating table. "lile wish", declared
union negotiator llans Janssen, ..to give
the bosses'one last chance". Janssen did
not hide from a joumalist another reason
motivating these tactics: r'This way of
conducting the strike will not hurt the
union's fundsf t,. adding straight away
that, if necessary, IG Metall would not
have any problems in supporting a
long strike.

But 'fighting talk', even as halfhearted as
this, is no indication as to the way a
union bureaucracy intends to conduct
a dispute. It was quite clear, eady on in
the strike, that IG Metall was ready to
negotiate with the bosses,immediately,
and work out a compromise., "In prin.
ciple, any compromise is possible",
declared Janssen. This could only mean
that the outcome would be more ad-
iantageous for the bosses,than for the
workers by comparison with the ori-
ginal plan put before the public.

After the bosses had offered a two hour
cut in working hours fsr night and shift
workers only, IG Metall responded on

attempts to find a settlement that could
be sold to the worken failed, and on
June 15 a rnediator was called in. A
deal wgs finally struck on June 27 .
This was immediately hailed by union
leaders as ".ar achievement of historic
dimension". Mayr said, "the door to
the 35-hour week has been pushed open,
despite the economic recession". This
great victory - a cut in working hours
to 38.5 from April 1985, with this year's
wage rise held to 3.3Vo and next year's to
2.2/o - was irnmediately greeted by
angry workers storming the negotiating
hall, complaining of a sell.out.

It soori became clear who had really won
this dispute. The 'small print'in fact
allonrs individual companies to negotiate
'flexible'working hours within the 35-
40 hour range with workers'councils
(factory staff committees). 'Opel was
soon announcing that it would introduce
its rationalisation plans before the cut in
working hours was implemented. And on
5th July BMW announced that it would
scrap plans to hire 1,200 worken. Glee-
fully rubbing salt in the wound, BMW's
chairman chortled, "It's more than ironic
that a labour conflict which started with
the apprent aim of creating jobs has
exactly the opposite effect".

But complaints of sell-outs are not

enough. The fact is that the unions did
not want to lose their authority over the
rank and file: the strike had to be led ex-
actly according to their strategy. After'.
calling out workers tr Bade.Wuerttem-
berg and Hesse,in the fint two weeks_,
the union took no new initiatives, leaving
the employers to punish some 400,0fi)-
500,000 wofken with lockouts. The
union focused the dispute on the courts
- contesting the legality of the lock-
outs and the withholding of unemploy-
ment benefit - and on the negotiations.
llans Mayr said he would not "extend
th-e conflict so long as arbitration was ia
progress".

There were some attempts to wrest con-
trol from the bureaucrats and lawyen.
For example, at one point early on in
the dispute, workers at Mercedes came
out on strike on their own initiative.
IG Metall's leadership was furious and did
all it could to stop their action. But
when the worken stuck to their guns,
refusing absolutely to accept the order
to return to work, the union had no
choice but to recogrise the strike -
gudgngly, of course.,

Generally, though, IG Metall, and IG
Druck, the printworkers' union which
reached a similar deal on Jtrly 5, kept a
firm grip on the conduct ofthe dispute.
But as 'The Observer'commented on
June 3, "The crisis suggests,the country
is heading into choppier waters". In
other words, there is evidence ofrenewed
militancy in the West German working
class.
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DRACULA LIVES !
FANCY A wee holiday on the sun-kissed shores of the Black Sea? Then
why not lake a 4p to beautiful Roumania!!! Not only will you get a
great tan but you'll feel really good knowing that your foreign currency
is contributing to the exciting socialist economy...

For these are, to quote the state-con-
trolled prcss, "the years of enlightenment"
Under the. benevolent rule of Prerident
Ceausescu you will disseysl all the de
lights that the decadent West can offer
but enjoy them in an environnent un-
spoiled by capitnlist exploitation.

Unhappily, here the travel brochure blurb
must end and awful reality take its place.
Stray a little from the holiday trail and
you will see what really takes place under
16

"the Great Benefactor's" rule.

In the early hours of the moming the
streets are dark - the lamps are unlit
due to power cuts. ' The consumption
of electricity has been reduced by SVo
because the regime is unable to pay tbr
oil imports to fire the power stations.
Room temperatures may not exceed l5C
in winter. Television programmes end at
10 pm (except on the birthdays of lvlr.
Ceausescu and his wife Elena). Elevaton
only run from the third floor. The Police

have the right to enter any apartment to
check on the number of lights in use and
to cement-up any sockets deemed by
them to be superfluous. The miscreants
are liable to heavy fines.

The darkened streets 'do not prevent
people queuing outside shops from 2 am
to buy necessities. ' However, they are
often disappointed as there is not enough
to go round. With a lruly Orwellian
touch (typesetter's notel in more than
one sense; during WW2 Orwell himself
was a strong supporter of capitalist
stringency - provided there was a show
of 'equality of sacrifice'), Mr. Ceaus-
escu blames the population! "Rou-
manians eat too much", he asserts,
Claiming that 30Vo of illness is due to
gluttony. As a result, an official diet has
been proclaimed: l0 eggs, 100 grams of
butter, I kilo of cooking oil, I kilo of
meat etc. per penon per month. Not
starvation rations, perhaps, but the trick
lies in trying to obtain them. Actual
famine conditions exist in some parts of
the countryside, in what was known
before World War 2 as 'the breadbasket
ofthe Balkans".
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